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Adrenalin 2017-10-05 ryan sta per realizzare il suo sogno correre per la ducati corse quando però trova jamie pedrini sulla sua strada tutto diventa più difficile È lei l ingegnere collaudatore della sua moto e lui non può accettare

che una donna abbia fra le mani il suo futuro tuttavia l amore per le moto li accomuna e fin dal loro primo incontro avvertono una forte attrazione pronta a deflagrare ma gli ostacoli che hanno davanti sono molti riusciranno a

mettere da parte l orgoglio e i pregiudizi per collaborare nella riuscita del loro sogno jamie e ryan infrangeranno il muro del suono alla velocità della loro passione e vi conquisteranno a suon di chilometri sulla pista

Mining Smartness from Nature 2008-09-02 the 37 peer reviewed papers making up this collection together present a wealth of up to date information on mining smartness from nature volume is indexed by thomson reuters cpci s

wos the papers are grouped into the following chapters 1 algorithms mechanisms and structures in nature as an inspiration to mimicking 2 biomimetic materials 3 bio inspired sensors and actuators 4 biologically inspired systems

and robotics 5 biomimetic flow control in aquatic systems and its application to bioinspired autonomous underwater vehicles this special volume has also been published online in the series advances in science and technology

vol 58

The Smartness Mandate 2023-01-10 over the last half century smartness the drive for ubiquitous computing has become a mandate a new mode of managing and governing politics economics and the environment smart

phones smart cars smart homes smart cities the imperative to make our world ever smarter in the face of increasingly complex challenges raises several questions what is this smartness mandate how has it emerged and what

does it say about our evolving way of understanding and managing reality how have we come to see the planet and its denizens first and foremost as data collecting instruments in the smartness mandate orit halpern and robert

mitchell radically suggest that smartness is not primarily a technology but rather an epistemology through this lens they offer a critical exploration of the practices technologies and subjects that such an understanding relies upon

above all artificial intelligence and machine learning the authors approach these not simply as techniques for solving problems of calculations but rather as modes of managing life human and other in terms of neo darwinian

evolution distributed intelligences and resilience all of which have serious implications for society politics and the environment the smartness mandate constitutes a new form of planetary governance and halpern and mitchell aim

to map the logic of this seemingly inexorable and now naturalized demand to compute to illuminate the genealogy of how we arrived here and to point to alternative imaginaries of the possibilities and potentials of smart

technologies and infrastructures

Smart Education and e-Learning - Smart Pedagogy 2022-05-28 this book serves as a reference for researchers and practitioners in academia and industry smart education smart e learning and smart pedagogy are emerging

and rapidly growing areas that have a potential to transform existing teaching strategies learning environments and educational activities and technology they are focused at enabling instructors to develop innovative ways of

achieving excellence in teaching in highly technological smart university and providing students with new opportunities to maximize their success using smart classrooms smart systems and technology this book contains the

contributions presented at the 9th international kes conference on smart education and e learning seel 2022 with the smart pedagogy as the main conference theme it comprises of forty nine high quality peer reviewed papers

that are grouped into several interconnected parts part 1 smart pedagogy part 2 smart education part 3 smart e learning part 4 smart university part 5 smart education systems and technology part 6 digital humanities and social

sciences for smart university development the innovative methods models and technologies part 7 digital transformation of education and economics in smart university and part 8 smart education for children with special

educational needs we believe this book will serve as a useful source of research data and valuable information for faculty scholars ph d students administrators and practitioners those who are interested in smart education smart

e learning and smart pedagogy

Complex Systems and Social Practices in Energy Transitions 2017-05-02 this book offers an interdisciplinary discussion of the fundamental issues concerning policies for sustainable transition to renewable energies from the

perspectives of sociologists physicists engineers economists anthropologists biologists ecologists and policy analysts adopting a combined approach these are analysed taking both complex systems and social practice theories

into consideration to provide deeper insights into the evolution of energy systems the book then draws a series of important conclusions and makes recommendations for the research community and policy makers involved in

the design and implementation of policies for sustainable energy transitions



Smart Working, Living and Organising 2018-12-07 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the ifip wg 8 6 international working conference smart working living and organising on transfer and diffusion of it tdit 2018 held

in portsmouth uk in june 2018 the 17 revised full papers and 2 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 34 submissions they deal with the adoption of new classes of technology used by individuals

organisations sectors and society with a particular focus on how emerging technologies are adopted and appropriated in organisations and everday life and their impact the papers are organized in the following topical sections

being smart adoption challenges sharing economy and social media government and infrastructure it project management and revisiting concepts and theories

Smart Transitions in City Regionalism 2018-03-22 in recent years smartness has risen as a buzzword to characterize novel urban policy and development patterns as a result of this debates around what smart actually means

both theoretically and empirically have emerged within the interdisciplinary arenas of urban and regional studies this book explores the changes in discourse rationality and selected responses of smartness through the theme of

transition the concept of transition provides the broader context and points of reference for adopting smartness in reconciling competing interests and agendas in city regional governance using case studies from around the

world including north america europe and south africa the authors link external regime transition in societal values and goals with internal moves towards smartness while reflecting the growing integration of overarching themes

and analytical concerns this volume further develops work on smartness smart growth transition city regionalism governance and sustainability smart transitions in city regionalism explores how smart cities and city regions

interact with conventional state structures it will be of great interest to postgraduates and advanced undergraduates across urban studies geography sustainability studies and political science

Ambient Urbanities as the Intersection Between the IoT and the IoP in Smart Cities 2019-03-01 modern day and technology rich environments require a reconceptualization of how the nature of technology influences urban areas

rethinking the way we apply these technologies will not only alter the way people communicate and interact but it will also alter how individuals learn and explore the world around them ambient urbanities as the intersection

between the iot and the iop in smart cities offers insights about the ambient in 21st century smart cities learning cities responsive cities and future cities and highlights the importance of people as critical to the urban fabric of

smart cities that are increasingly embedded with pervasive and often invisible technologies the book based on an urban research study explores urbanity from multiple perspectives ranging from the cultural to the geographic

while highlighting topics including digital literacies smarter governance and information architectures this book is ideally designed for students educators researchers the business community city government staff and officials

urban practitioners and those concerned with contemporary and emerging complex urban challenges and opportunities

【英語版原文】赤毛のアン　シリーズ６冊セット 2014-08-26 グリーン ゲイブルズに住むマシュー マリラの老兄妹の下に ちょっとした手違いにより 引き取られることになった孤児のアン シャーリー 明るく おしゃべりで想像力の豊かな彼女に ２人は戸惑いつつも 次第に各々はお互いにかけ

がえのない存在になっていく 周囲の人々も アンが引き起こす事件の数々に巻き込まれながらも 彼女に魅了され 温かく見守る そしてアンは 少女から女性へと徐々に成長していく 世界に愛されたアン シャーリーの物語を英語原文のセットで堪能できる

【大活字シリーズ】英語原文で味わうSherlock Holmes１　緋色の研究／A STUDY IN SCARLET. 2014-02-25 大活字シリーズ 英語原文で味わうsherlock holmes１ 世界中の熱狂的なファンを魅了する探偵小説の最高傑作 2014年1月6日に 生誕160年 を迎えた 世界で最も有

名な名探偵シャーロック ホームズ アーサー コナン ドイルによるシャーロック ホームズシリーズの長編第1弾 緋色の研究 初めてホームズが登場し 天才的な観察力と推理力で殺人事件の謎に迫る 殺害された中年の男性の正体は そして 壁に残された rache という血文字と指輪が意味するモノは

本書には アーサー コナンドイルによる英語版原文が収録されています 本格推理小説を原文で味わうことができます 大活字シリーズ は 通常の電子書籍よりも約200 拡大した大きな文字が初期設定されており 小さな文字を読むのが苦手な方 高齢者の方をはじめ 端末操作が苦手な方でも気軽に電

子書籍を楽しめるような設定となっています 特に タブレット型電子書籍リーダーでの読書に最適な設定となっています 目次 １ シャーロック ホームズ誕生秘話 ２ シャーロック ホームズ略歴 ３ アーサー コナン ドイル略歴 ４ 時代背景 ５ a study in scarlet 緋色の研究 あらすじ ６ a

study in scarlet 緋色の研究 英語版原文 part i chapter 1 mr sherlock holmes chapter 2 the science of deduction chapter 3 the lauriston garden mystery chapter 4 what john rance had to tell chapter 5 our advertisement brings a visitor

chapter 6 tobias gregson shows what he can do chapter 7 light in the darkness part ii the country of the saints chapter 1 on the great alkali plain chapter 2 the flower of utah chapter 3 john ferrier talks with the prophet chapter 4

a flight for life chapter 5 the avenging angels chapter 6 a continuation of the reminiscences of john watson m d chapter 7 the conclusion

Cycles, Sequels, Spin-offs, Remakes, and Reboots 2016-03-15 with sequels prequels remakes spin offs or copies of successful films or franchises dominating film and television production it sometimes seems as if hollywood is

incapable of making an original film or tv show these textual pluralities or multiplicities while loved by fans who flock to them in droves tend to be dismissed by critics and scholars as markers of the death of high culture cycles



sequels spin offs remakes and reboots takes the opposite view surveying a wide range of international media multiplicities for the first time to elucidate their importance for audiences industrial practices and popular culture the

essays in this volume offer a broad picture of the ways in which cinema and television have used multiplicities to streamline the production process and to capitalize on and exploit viewer interest in previously successful and or

sensational story properties an impressive lineup of established and emerging scholars talk seriously about forms of multiplicity that are rarely discussed as such including direct to dvd films made in nigeria cross cultural

japanese horror remakes youtube fan generated trailer mash ups and 1970s animal revenge films they show how considering the particular bonds that tie texts to one another allows us to understand more about the audiences

for these texts and why they crave a version of the same story or character or subject over and over again these findings demonstrate that far from being lowbrow art multiplicities are actually doing important cultural work that is

very worthy of serious study

Smart Cities and Smart Spaces: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2018-09-07 as populations have continued to grow and expand many people have made their homes in cities around the globe with this increase

in city living it is becoming vital to create intelligent urban environments that efficiently support this growth and simultaneously provide friendly and progressive environments to both businesses and citizens alike smart cities and

smart spaces concepts methodologies tools and applications is an innovative reference source that discusses social economic and environmental issues surrounding the evolution of smart cities highlighting a range of topics

such as smart destinations urban planning and intelligent communities this multi volume book is designed for engineers architects facility managers policymakers academicians and researchers interested in expanding their

knowledge on the emerging trends and topics involving smart cities

Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming in Computational Finance 2012-12-06 after a decade of development genetic algorithms and genetic programming have become a widely accepted toolkit for computational finance

genetic algorithms and genetic programming in computational finance is a pioneering volume devoted entirely to a systematic and comprehensive review of this subject chapters cover various areas of computational finance

including financial forecasting trading strategies development cash flow management option pricing portfolio management volatility modeling arbitraging and agent based simulations of artificial stock markets two tutorial chapters

are also included to help readers quickly grasp the essence of these tools finally a menu driven software program simple gp accompanies the volume which will enable readers without a strong programming background to gain

hands on experience in dealing with much of the technical material introduced in this work

Handbook of Research on Entrepreneurial Development and Innovation Within Smart Cities 2017-01-25 while the population continues to grow and expand many people are now making their homes in cities around the globe

with this increase in city living it is becoming vital to create intelligent urban environments that efficiently support this growth and that simultaneous provide friendly progressive environments to both businesses and citizens alike

the handbook of research on entrepreneurial development and innovation within smart cities is a comprehensive reference source that discusses social economic and environmental issues surrounding the evolution of smart

cities it provides insightful viewpoints on a range of topics such as entrepreneurial ecosystems competitive tourism city efficiency corporate social responsibility and smart destinations this publication is ideal for all researchers

academics and practitioners that wish to expand their knowledge on the emerging trends and topics involving smart cities

Innovation, Quality and Sustainability for a Resilient Circular Economy 2019-09-26 the book includes high quality papers presented at the 4th international conference on smart learning ecosystems and regional development at

università roma tor vergata italy from 22 to 24 may 2019 providing insights into the relevance of smart learning ecosystems schools campuses the workplace informal learning contexts etc for regional development and social

innovation it also discusses how citizens involvement with smart ecosystems can be increased and made more effective

Project and Design Literacy as Cornerstones of Smart Education 2022-02-15 this book is a series of original strategies that teacher educators teacher candidates and practicing teachers can use to think critically about issues of

equity diversity opportunity and social justice in urban education as the demographic of students in america is quickly becoming a majority minority we need teachers more than ever who can teach to diverse student populations

can utilize culturally relevant pedagogy and have critically reflected on their own biases and stereotypes we also need to empower teachers who are committed to social justice to navigate through school systems that are rife



with structural inequities this book will help ensure that teacher candidates are getting this preparation and able to continue to reflect on these issues in their practice the book is designed as a textbook or more accurately

workbook with original strategies and critical reflection and discussion questions included in each chapter the strategies can be done sequentially or in any order in addition they will be able to read counternarratives from their

peers which should encourage them to persist in the profession even when things get rough

Transgressing Teacher Education 2009-07-21 this book is about synergy in computational intelligence ci it is a c lection of chapters that covers a rich and diverse variety of computer based techniques all involving some aspect of

computational intelligence but each one taking a somewhat pragmatic view many complex problems in the real world require the application of some form of what we loosely call intel gence fortheirsolution

fewcanbesolvedbythenaiveapplicationofasingle technique however good it is authors in this collection recognize the li tations of individual paradigms and propose some practical and novel ways in which di erent ci techniques can

be combined with each other or with more traditional computational techniques to produce powerful probl solving environments which exhibit synergy i e systems in which the whole 1 is greater than the sum of the parts

computational intelligence is a relatively new term and there is some d agreement as to its precise de nition some practitioners limit its scope to schemes involving evolutionary algorithms neural networks fuzzy logic or hybrids of

these for others the de nition is a little more exible and will include paradigms such as bayesian belief networks multi agent systems case based reasoning and so on generally the term has a similar meaning to the well known

phrase arti cial intelligence ai although ci is p ceived moreas a bottom up approachfrom which intelligent behaviour can emerge whereasaitendstobestudiedfromthe topdown andderivefrom pondering upon the meaning of

intelligence these and other key issues will be discussed in more detail in chapter 1

Computational Intelligence 2015-12-14 smart urbanism su the rebuilding of cities through the integration of digital technologies with buildings neighbourhoods networked infrastructures and people is being represented as a

unique emerging solution to the majority of problems faced by cities today su discourses enacted by technology companies national governments and supranational agencies alike claim a supremacy of urban digital technologies

for managing and controlling infrastructures achieving greater effectiveness in managing service demand and reducing carbon emissions developing greater social interaction and community networks providing new services

around health and social care etc smart urbanism is being represented as the response to almost every facet of the contemporary urban question this book explores this common conception of the problematic of smart urbanism

and critically address what new capabilities are being created by whom and with what exclusions how these are being developed and contested where is this happening both within and between cities and with what sorts of

social and material consequences the aim of the book is to identify and convene a currently fragmented and disconnected group of researchers commentators developers and users from both within and outside the mainstream

su discourse including several of those that adopt a more critical perspective to assess what problems of the city smartness can address the volume provides the first internationally comparative assessment of su in cities of the

global north and south critically evaluates whether current visions of su are able to achieve their potential and then identifies alternative trajectories for su that hold radical promise for reshaping cities

Smart Urbanism 2016-09-13 the concept of smart cities has become one of the most significant new lines of thinking to emerge in the social sciences in recent years both from the research and policy angles to date the focus in

smart specialization has been on what regions as a whole can do to bring about innovation but it hasn t necessarily addressed the role cities play within the field this book aims to address that gap drawing together a team of

leading contributors to illustrate this process with particular focus on cities smart development in smart communities discusses the cross fertilization between smart specialization and cities in fostering smart development and its

interactions with the macro micro and meso economic framework from both a theoretical and applied perspective specific topics covered by the book include human capital formation and utilization centralized decentralized

industrial policies innovation policies collective learning and the role of public utilities in sustaining smart development processes this book tackles some of the most important questions that must be faced when investigating how

structural change and innovation processes are shaping local and global economic development it will be of interest to academics and researchers in the area of development economics urban studies and public management

Smart Development in Smart Communities 2016-07-27 over the last decade or two there has been increasing consensus that academic research if used judiciously to guide practice improves both educational policy and

pedagogy ultimately leading to better outcomes for students yet despite this potential there remains a deep ravine between the body of knowledge built through research especially at the intersection between specific



interventions and improved student achievement and the actions taken by policy makers administrators and classroom teachers in their regular practice there are myriad reasons for this research practice divide among them is

that it is difficult for district based people to access primary research furthermore multiple waves of well intentioned research based but largely unsuccessful school reform efforts have resulted in skepticism among practitioners

about research and at the same time damaged researchers credibility in the field this book is divided into three broad areas first it develops an engaging analysis of the root causes for the research practice gap in education

second it describes the framework developed and used in a public school district by the author to address the root causes and provides evidence of its efficacy to facilitate greater incorporation of research into school and district

level practice through a process the author calls knowledge cultivation the framework uses weekly research summaries for district leaders that are relevant to their real time issues along with suggestions about ways in which the

research might be useful the final section of the book includes the actual research summaries used by the author over a five year period

Cultivating Knowledge 2021-02-12 this proceedings book is the fourth edition of a series of works which features emergent research trends and recent innovations related to smart city presented at the 5th international

conference on smart city applications sca20 held in safranbolu turkey this book is composed of peer reviewed chapters written by leading international scholars in the field of smart cities from around the world this book covers all

the smart city topics including smart citizenship smart education smart mobility smart healthcare smart mobility smart security smart earth environment agriculture smart economy smart factory and smart recognition systems this

book contains a special section intended for covid 19 pandemic researches this book edition is an invaluable resource for courses in computer science electrical engineering and urban sciences for sustainable development

Innovations in Smart Cities Applications Volume 4 2021-08-16 sustainable urbanism in china explores the notion of sustainable urbanism by considering the role sustainable neighborhood planning plays in the larger picture of

sustainable urbanism and suggests innovations and best practices that are either developed or adopted by china these are narrated as lessons learnt for other countries where we see similar trends of development patterns or

emerging practices through various explorations of challenges paradigms and innovations of urban sustainability this book highlights how planning policy and design are forming and reforming in the context of china these are

offered through a set of guidelines and pathways for urban sustainability at the scale of neighborhoods communities or districts in a wider context of urban environments as well as strategies for planners developers policy

makers and educators in the field of the built environment through a comprehensive overview of urban sustainability practices in china this book investigates 12 case study projects these comprehensive explorations should in

turn help construct the future directions of china s sustainable urban development and provide innovative pathways of sustainable urbanism in china and around the globe

Sustainable Urbanism in China 2023-07-31 this book showcases cutting edge research papers from the 9th international conference on research into design icord 2023 the largest in india in this area written by eminent

researchers from across the world on design processes technologies methods and tools and their impact on innovation for supporting design for a connected world the theme of icord 23 has been design in the era of industry 4

0 industry 4 0 signifies the fourth industrial revolution the first industrial revolution was driven by the introduction of mechanical power such as steam and water engines to replace human and animal labour the second industrial

revolution involved introduction of electrical power and organised labour the third industrial revolution was powered by introduction of industrial automation the fourth industrial revolution involves introduction of a combination of

technologies to enable connected intelligence and industrial autonomy the introduction of industry 4 0 dramatically changes the landscape of innovation and the way design the engine of innovation is carried out the theme of

icord 23 design in the era of industry 4 0 explores how industry 4 0 concepts and technologies influence the way design is conducted and how methods tools and approaches for supporting design can take advantage of this

transformational change that is sweeping across the world the book is of interest to researchers professionals and entrepreneurs working in the areas on industrial design manufacturing consumer goods and industrial

management who are interested in the new and emerging methods and tools for design of new products systems and services

Design in the Era of Industry 4.0, Volume 2 1949 this book is intended for both the regular freshman english course and the newer communication classes for the former it offers models of the various types and techniques of

writing such as autobiography biography other kinds of narration description research papers reviews definitions processes and analysis for the latter it offers material on the media of communication round tables a radio play

cartoons semantics and oral english with the possibility of making use of recordings for both types of courses it offers stimulating ideas and examples of good modern writing



Language, Man, Society 2020-11-14 shaping smart for better cities powerfully demonstrates the range of theoretical and practical challenges opportunities and success factors involved in successfully deploying digital

technologies in cities focusing on the importance of recognizing local context and multi layered urban relationships in designing successful urban interventions the first section rethinking smart in places interrogates the smart city

from a theoretical vantage point the second part shaping smart places examines various case studies critically hence the volume offers an intellectual resource that expands on the current literature but also provides a

pedagogical resource to universities as well as a reflective opportunity for practitioners the cases allow for an examination of the practical implications of smart interventions in space whilst the theoretical reflections enable

expansion of the literature students are encouraged to learn from case studies and apply that learning in design academics will gain from the learning embedded in the documentation of the case studies in different geographic

contexts while practitioners can apply their learning to the conceptualisation of new forms of technology use demonstrates how to adapt smart urban interventions for hyper local context in geographic parameters spatial

relationships and socio political characteristics provides a problem solving approach based on specific smart place examples applicable to real life urban management offers insights from numerous case studies of smart cities

interventions in real civic spaces

Shaping Smart for Better Cities 2019-10-18 increasingly the world around us is becoming smart from smart meters to smart production from smart surfaces to smart grids from smart phones to smart citizens smart has become

the catch all term to indicate the advent of a charged technological shift that has been propelled by the promise of safer more convenient and more efficient forms of living most architects designers planners and politicians seem

to agree that the smart transition of cities and buildings is in full swing and inevitable however beyond comfort safety and efficiency how can smart design and technologies assist to address current and future challenges of

architecture and urbanism architecture and the smart city provides an architectural perspective on the emergence of the smart city and offers a wide collection of resources for developing a better understanding of how smart

architecture smart cities and smart systems in the built environment are discussed designed and materialized it brings together a range of international thinkers and practitioners to discuss smart systems through four thematic

sections histories and futures agency and control materialities and spaces and networks and nodes combined these four thematic sections provide different perspectives into some of the most pressing issues with smart systems

in the built environment the book tackles questions related to the future of architecture and urbanism lessons learned from global case studies and challenges related to interdisciplinary research and critically examines what the

future of buildings and cities will look like

Architecture and the Smart City 2013-03-19 a fresh and timely approach to nurturing wise resilient and flexible leadership in a world of growing complexity leaders tend to obstinately stick to the leadership style that brought them

most success in the past usually one of two extreme styles functional leadership that focuses on operational excellence or smart leadership that focuses on growth when a leader s focus is too functional the organization

becomes introverted and can focus too much on bottom line profitability while missing out on top line growth opportunities but when leaders focus too much on smart leadership the organization may experience quick growth but

lose its effectiveness quickly from smart to wise offers a new approach that balances the two styles to achieve a form of wise leadership that is both functional and smart drawing on inspiring real life stories of historical and

contemporary wise leaders such as bill gates warren buffet and even mahatma gandhi the authors identify six characteristics of wise leaders and offer a practical framework to help readers develop their own style of wise

leadership a timely and innovative approach to leadership written by noted speakers who conduct dozens of keynote speeches and workshops training thousands of people annually

From Smart to Wise 2008-12-10 why smart people do stupid things revised and updated follows the original publication by more than seven years we worried and fretted then particularly about the stupidity exhibited by two of

our recent presidents of course we worried about ourselves and the host of other intelligent people who behaved out of character at one time or another today rather than seeing improvement we see a worsening of the condition

in which obviously intelligent people do tragically stupid things not only that the increased stupidty is operating at an institutional level note the functioning of major financial corporations regulatory agencies of the federal

government and the united states congress it is mind bogling answers aren t easy to come by because there are complex political and sociological factors that have bearing on the problem but at the core and where it most

matters are psychological and spiritual forces we need to take a look at individuals and individuals need to take a look at themselves this book explores why and it offers possible solutions the analyses are presented in a readily



understandable style with numerous illustrations

Why Smart People Do Stupid Things: Revised and Updated 2021-11-24 this open access book offers a cross sectoral reference for both managers and scientists interested in climate smart forestry focusing on mountain regions

it provides a comprehensive analysis on forest issues facilitating the implementation of climate objectives this book includes structured summaries of each chapter funded by the eu s horizon 2020 programme climo has brought

together scientists and experts in continental and regional focus assessments through a cross sectoral approach facilitating the implementation of climate objectives climo has provided scientific analysis on issues including

criteria and indicators growth dynamics management prescriptions long term perspectives monitoring technologies economic impacts and governance tools

Greentopia: Utopian Thought in the Anthropocene 2011-04-15 the yankees baseball reader brings together the best works of journalism and literature to tell the story of this legendary franchise

Climate-Smart Forestry in Mountain Regions 1977 services and the green economy addresses a significant gap in the knowledge and understanding of sustainable economic development bringing together a range of expert

contributions the book analyses the role of services and service industries in the transition to a greener economy framed by an approach within environmental economic geography chapters written by leading researchers from a

range of disciplines explore how service industries service firms and service activities are at heart of green economic processes adopting a global perspective it includes research from the us europe south america and japan

providing a detailed insight into how the crucial role of service industry activity has often been ignored in current understandings of a green economic transition

The Yankees Baseball Reader 2016-05-04 today citizens advocate greater environmental sustainability better services and the improvement of urban quality by promoting safer mobility especially for the most vulnerable road

users addressing these issues town and infrastructure planning for safety and urban quality contains papers presented at the xxiii international conference living and walking in cities brescia italy 15 16 june 2017 the contributions

discuss town planning issues look at best practices and research findings across the broad spectrum of urban and transport planning with particular attention to the safety of pedestrians in the city the main topics of the book are

urban regeneration a focus on walkability vulnerable road users boosting and planning soft mobility road safety and urban planning vulnerable road users planning for safety integrated land use and transport planning

methodological approaches and case studies integrated tools for town and transport planning shaping public spaces and walkability transport solutions for tourism innovative and traditional solutions for italian cities extra

european approaches to town and infrastructure planning different perspectives in road safety prevention infrastructure sharing advances in road safety town and infrastructure planning for safety and urban quality is a powerful

plea for a multi disciplinary and comprehensive approach to urban mobility and planning and will be of interest to academics consultants and practitioners interested in these areas

Etc 2018-07-16 bringing together work from a team of international scholars this groundbreaking book explores how language users employ translingualism playfully while at the same time negotiating precarious situations such

as the breaking of social norms and subverting sociolinguistic boundaries it includes a range of ethnographic studies from around the globe to provide us with insights into the everyday lives of language users and learners and

their lived experiences and how these interact in translingual practices a number of mixed methodological frameworks are included to study language users behaviours experiences and actions cover the complexity of language

evolutionary processes and ultimately show that precarity is as fundamental to translingualism as playfulness it points to a future research direction in which research should be pragmatically applied into real pedagogical actions

by revealing the sociolinguistic realities of translingual users fundamentally addressing broader issues of racism social injustice language activism and other human rights issues

Services and the Green Economy 2024-05-09 new technologies have the power to augment many aspects of society including public spaces and art the impact of smart technology on urban design is vast and filled with

opportunity and has profound implications on the everyday urban environment only by starting new conversations can we develop further contemporary insights that will affect how we move through the world reconstructing urban

ambiance in smart public places is a pivotal reference source that provides contemporary insights into a comprehensive interpretation of urban ambiances in smart places as it relates to the development of cities or to various

levels of intervention in extant urban environments the book also examines the impact of architectural design on the creation of urban ambience in artworks and how to reflect this technique in the fields of professional

architectural practice while covering a wide range of topics including wellbeing quality related artistry and atmosphere this publication combines smart technological innovation with creative design principles this book is ideally



designed for civil engineers urban designers architects entrepreneurs policymakers researchers academicians and students

Town and Infrastructure Planning for Safety and Urban Quality 2020-06-19 this book presents the background and context of an urban health issue research findings and recommendations for policy decision makers and action

takers this book is a collection of policy briefs produced from research presented at the 16th conference on urban health in xiamen china during november 4 8 2019 under the theme people oriented urbanisation transforming

cities for health and well being co organized by the urban health and wellbeing uhwb programme of the international science council isc the 15th annual session of global forum on human settlements in shenzhen china during

october 15 16 2020 and the chinese academy of sciences technology cast international conference on digital economy and green development held during november 2020 the uhwb programme takes an interdisciplinary cross

sectoral and systemic view on issues of health and well being in cities which include the urban economy and finance systems education employment mobility and transport food energy and water resources access to public

services urban planning public spaces and urban green as well as social inclusion contributions to this book have been made by scientists from multidisciplinary research fields the policy briefs in this book provide an

interdisciplinary and cross sectoral perspective on urban health and human well being issues primarily food security urban infrastructure public services traffic and transportation smart city building urban health and safety social

cohesion sustainable development policies and urban planning in some case it informs about urban health issues in different regions of the world the current status and key insights into addressing related issues with emphasis

on factual cases in the current covid 19 pandemic the book is intended for citizens and political decision makers who are interested in systems perspectives on urban health and well being examples of how to deal with the

increasing complexity of cities and the accompanying environmental and social impacts of increasing urbanization furthermore it hopes to inspire decision makers to facilitate finding solutions in order to reach the goal of

advancing global urban health and well being

Translingual Practices 2022-08-29 this book contains the contributions presented at the 8th international kes conference on smart education and e learning kes seel 2021 which being held as a virtual conference on june 14 16

2021 it contains high quality peer reviewed papers that are grouped into several interconnected parts smart education smart e learning smart education systems and technology smart education case studies and research digital

education and economics in smart university smart university development organizational managerial and social issues smart universities and their impact on students with disabilities this book serves as a useful source of

research data and valuable information on current research projects best practices and case studies for faculty scholars ph d students administrators and practitioners all those who are interested in smart education and smart e

learning
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